
be paid, and the country will have no choice but to default. is country risk? Country risk is whatever the owners of the
financial cancer wish to say it is. And in six weeks, there isThey are working on getting out as much capital as they can,

constrained only by their concern that the pull-out not be no national budget left.”
so disorderly that the Brazilian financial pyramid collapses
before they have gotten out. Were there any doubts of the Chronicle of a Death Foretold

It is remarkable that months later, the Brazilians continuefinanciers’ intention, the so-called “country risk” rating (see
box) reveals them. On Aug. 21, Brazil’s country risk was to let the game go on. Bloomberg wire service reported that

“bankers said the IMF’s announcement of a $30 billion loanhiked yet further, to hit 2,300 basis points. That rating, alone,
assures default will occur. package to help Brazil avert a debt default isn’ t sufficient

to persuade them to loosen their purse strings,” and theyEIR warned Brazilians this would happen. Addressing a
seminar organized around U.S. Presidential candidate Lyn- would not renew loans to Brazilian borrowers. BCP Securi-

ties’s much-quoted Walter Molano told Argentine daily,don LaRouche’s June visit to São Paulo, Brazil, EIR Ibero-
American editor Dennis Small warned of precisely this dan- Cları́n, that the IMF package won’ t work, and he recom-

mends that investors “should sell everything now.” Morganger on June 14, when Brazil’s country risk rating was hiked
to 1,300. Stanley issued a similar report, titled “Bearish on Brazil.”

The New York Council on Foreign Relations’s Latin Ameri-“People don’ t want to recognize it, they don’ t want to see
it, they don’ t want to admit it. There is a gigantic elephant in can man, Robert Maxwell, told Folha de São Paulo that the

IMF’s $30 billion aid package, at best, could put off thethe kitchen,” Small said. “The problem here is that no one
wants to believe that Brazil, in three weeks, could be in Argen- collapse of the Brazilian economy a few months, and it

ensures that the bankruptcy will be that much worse for bothtina’s situation. . . . How? Very simply: In four days Brazil’s
country risk could rise, not to 1,300, but to 2,500. Moody’s, Brazil and the IMF.

Brazil now finds itself unable to roll over much of its debt.Standard & Poors, and Fitch change the country risk of Brazil.
How? Just because the international rating companies decide The Central Bank was only able to roll over 65% of the $2.5

billion of public debt which came due in the week of Aug.to do it. And what happens? In three seconds, the total budget
of the Brazilian nation blows up, because it’s all tied to interest 12-16, even though it offered a record rate of 30.17% a year

on 47-day bonds! Jornal do Brasil noted on Aug. 15, thatrates, and the interest rates are tied to the country risk. What

tries such as Brazil, is a case of corruption of government,LaRouche Hits ‘Country and corruption by the IMF.”
The country risk rating is an index which purportedlyRisk Ratings’ as Corrupt

measures the percentage points above the going interest
rate for U.S. Treasury bills, which foreign lenders demand

This press release was issued by the LaRouche in 2004 of a given country as a premium for the “ risk” involved in
Presidential campaign committee on Aug. 17, 2002. extending that country a loan. The country risk rating is

calculated exclusively by J.P. Morgan Chase—the major
Lyndon LaRouche today condemned the fact that the U.S. U.S. bank, that is itself skating at the edge of default, ac-
and other governments regularly intervene to enforce pri- cording to reliable financial sources!
vate agreements and conditionalities, as part of the process For example, Brazil’s country risk currently stands at
of debt negotiations with developing sector nations. 2,200, meaning that the Brazilian government is forced to
LaRouche, the renowned economist and 2004 Democratic pay usurious interest rates 22% greater than the rate on
Presidential pre-candidate, singled out country risk ratings U.S. Treasuries, for any bonds that it issues. The Financial
as a transparent example of such corruption. Times of London earlier this week reported that, if Brazil’s

“For example: take country risk ratings, which are a country risk remains at 2,200, there is no conceivable way
key factor in debt negotiations, and which are a purely that it can avoid defaulting on its enormous debt bubble.
private-interest evaluation of the supposed credit-worthi- The Financial Times suggested that the only way to lower
ness of a nation,” LaRouche stated. “But governments are the country risk, was by reestablishing “ investor confi-
using that, through the International Monetary Fund, and dence,” which in turn required that all of Brazil’s major
they are imposing it as if it were law. So here you have Presidential candidates for the October elections sign on
governments being used to defend purely private inter- to the terms of the IMF’s recent $30 billion bailout package
ests—this is a clear case of corruption. The use of govern- granted to Brazil’s creditor banks.
ment, or of IMF conditionalities—which is essentially the This is a typical case of the kind of corruption
same thing—to impose private conditionalities on coun- LaRouche denounced.
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